Abstract The use of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) molecular markers has provided advances in selection methodologies used in breeding programs of different crops, reducing cost and time of cultivar release. Despite the great economic and social importance of Coffea arabica, studies with SNP markers are scarce and a small number of SNP are available for this species, when compared with other crops of agronomic importance. Thus, the objective of this study was to identify and validate SNP molecular markers for the species Coffea arabica and to introduce these markers to genetic breeding by means of an accurate analysis of the diversity and genetic structure of breeding populations of this species. After quality filtering, 11,187 SNP markers were selected from the coffee population obtained from crosses between the genotypes Catuaí and Híbrido de Timor. A great number of markers were distributed in the 11 chromosomes, within transcribed regions, and were used to estimate the genetic dissimilarity among the individuals of the breeding population. Dendrogram analysis and a Bayesian approach demonstrated the formation of two groups and the discrimination of all genotypes evaluated. The expressive number of SNP molecular markers distributed throughout C. arabica genome was efficient to discriminate all the accessions evaluated in the experiment, clustering them according to their genealogies. This work identified mixtures within the progenies. The genotyping data also provided detailed information about the parental genotypes and led to the identification of new candidate parents to be introduced to the breeding program. The study discussed population structure and its consequence in obtaining improved varieties of C. arabica.
Introduction
Rapid population growth associated with several climate changes and with restricted expansion of agricultural frontiers are challenges for modern agriculture in the continuous food supply. To overcome these limitations, genetic breeding programs must have precise and accurate selective methods to maximize selection gains and maintain the genetic variability of the population (Hallauer 2011 ).
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However, the progress of breeding programs has culminated in the reduction of genetic variability of improved populations (Rodgers et al. 1983; Ortiz et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2004 ). This problem may be worse in species with narrow genetic base, such as Coffea arabica. The Coffea genus comprises 104 species (Davis et al. 2006; Davis 2010; Davis 2011) , and C. arabica and C. canephora are the most important agronomic species, corresponding to 63 and 37% of the world's coffee production in 2016, respectively (ICO 2017) .
C. arabica is allotetraploid, originated from the natural cross between the species C. eugenioides and C. canephora (Lashermes et al. 1999) , and is autogamous with about 10% cross fertilization (Carvalho and Krug 1949) . C. arabica is also known to have a narrow genetic basis, which is explained by the autogamous reproduction system and the low number of plants initially distributed throughout the world (Setotaw et al. 2013) . This low genetic variability hinders the identification and selection of superior genotypes using traditional breeding methods. To overcome this problem, molecular markers have been used as an auxiliary tool to accurately discriminate genotypes (Ferrão et al. 2015; Sousa et al. 2017 ) in order to accelerate and enable breeding programs (Ceccarelli 2015) .
The use of markers is particularly desirable for coffee, a perennial species with a narrow genetic base, due to the time and resources required to release a new cultivar (Ferrão et al. 2015) . The molecular information allows the knowledge of the genetic structure and similarity between the individuals, which when combined with phenotypic measures allows the selection of superior genotypes, maximizing selection gains . Several studies using molecular markers have demonstrated the lower genetic diversity of C. arabica in relation to C. canephora (Lashermes et al. 1999; Cubry et al. 2008; Lashermes et al. 2011; Ferrão et al. 2015) . In Brazil, three research institutions (EPAMIG, Universidade Federal de Viçosa-UFV, and EMBRAPA-Café) have partnered to breed arabica coffee. In order to deal with the low genetic diversity, the program has aimed at the introgression of genes of interest, present in C. canephora, into C. arabica. This introgression is facilitated by the use of Hibrido de Timor (HdT), a natural hybrid between the species C. arabica and C. canephora (Lashermes et al. 1999 ). HdT's germplasm carries genes that confer durable resistance to Hemileia vastatrix (Diola et al. 2011; Romero et al. 2014; Alkimim et al. 2017) , Colletotrichum kahawae (Gichimu et al. 2013; Gichimu et al. 2014; Alkimim et al. 2017) , and Meloidogyne exigua (Bertrand et al. 2001; Pereira et al. 2016 ). All cultivars released by this breeding program are derived from HdT and have demonstrated superior cup quality when compared with traditional arabica coffee cultivars (Pereira et al. 2010b; Sobreira et al. 2015) . Different molecular markers have been identified and made available for coffee (Rovelli et al. 2000; Combes et al. 2000; Moncada and McCouch 2004; Cubry et al. 2008; Missio et al. 2009a; Vieira et al. 2010; Ferrão et al. 2015) . These markers have been used for different genetic studies in C. arabica, such as analyses of genetic diversity and molecular characterization of germplasm (Maluf et al. 2005; Oliveira et al. 2007; Missio et al. 2009b; Missio et al. 2011; Aerts et al. 2013) , linkage maps (Pearl et al. 2004; Diola et al. 2011; Pestana et al. 2015; Moncada et al. 2016) , marker-assisted selection , and cultivar fingerprinting . However, one limitation of the marker platforms currently available is the difficulty in identifying polymorphic markers well-distributed throughout the genome of the species. Previous estimates identified that only 10% of the markers screened were polymorphic in C. arabica, which increases the genotyping cost and hinders molecular breeding applications .
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers are the most common marker type used in breeding programs. The platforms, initially designed to characterize the SNPs on a chip, have been developed for several plant and animal species. These markers can be associated with the genes that control the main traits of agronomic interest (Heffner et al. 2009 ), and have low cost per data point (Elsik et al. 2009; Matukumalli et al. 2009 ). These facts, combined with the development of genomic selection algorithms, have increased the accuracy of the selection methods used in breeding programs for several plant species (Crossa et al. 2010 ). However, in order for a chip to be developed for a novel species, it is necessary that the SNPs be known a priori. Sequencing-based technologies, on the other hand, allow the genotyping process to be carried in parallel to the discovery, enabling the application of SNPs for species with little genomic resources.
To introduce new molecular markers and increase the efficiency of their use in coffee genetic breeding, the present work aimed at developing sequencing-based genotyping in arabica coffee, based on targeted capture coupled with nextgeneration sequencing. The SNPs identified in this work were subsequently used to genotype a breeding population aiming at the study of genetic diversity and genetic structure.
Material and methods

Genetic material
A population of C. arabica from EPAMIG/UFV/ EMBRAPA's breeding program was selected for the identification of the SNP markers. The genotypes have been maintained in the experimental area of the Department of Plant Pathology of the UFV.
The population consisted of 72 coffee genotypes generated from parents with contrasting rust resistance phenotypes (Fig. 1) . The colors dark green, dark blue, dark yellow, light green, light blue, and light yellow correspond, respectively, to rust-susceptible parents, rust-resistant parents, F 1 generation, genotypes obtained from the backcross between the F 1 hybrid with the recurrent susceptible parent (BCs), genotypes obtained from the backcross between the F 1 hybrid with recurrent rust-resistant parent (BCr), and the F 2 generation.
Crosses were carried out between three rust-resistant HdT accessions with three rust-susceptible Catuaí varieties (Table 1) . Five coffee rust-resistant F 1 hybrids (Table 2) were selected, which were selfed and backcrossed, resulting in 13 arabica coffee progenies (Table 3) . In each progeny, four to five individuals were selected. In addition to these genotypes, four accessions of arabica coffee belonging to the germplasm bank of these institutions were selected to compose the study population, in order to increase the genetic variability of the population under analysis (Table 4) . Thus, the population was composed of 72 genotypes of coffee plants of different generations.
Genomic DNA extraction
Young and fully expanded leaves from 72 genotypes were collected, and the genomic DNA was extracted using the methodology described by Diniz et al. (2005) . DNA concentration was measured using the NanoDrop 2000, and DNA quality was evaluated in a 1% agarose gel. DNA concentration of the samples was standardized and sent to Rapid Genomics, Florida, USA, for the construction of probes, sequencing, and identification of SNP molecular markers.
Probes design and SNP identification
The sequencing-based genotyping was performed using targeted enrichment followed by next-generation sequencing, as previously described (Gnirke et al. 2009 ). We designed a total of 40,000 120-bp probes in order to reduce the complexity of the genome and enrich the libraries for the targeted regions. These probes were designed using a combination of genomic resources available for C. arabica and C. canephora. The genomic resources utilized were C. arabica specific expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and C. canephora specific ESTs obtained from a database generated by the Brazilian Coffee Genome Project, which contains more than 200,000 ESTs, and corresponds to about 33,000 transcripts (Vieira et al. 2006 ). In addition, probes were also developed from the reference genome of C. canephora (Denoeud et al. 2014) , which has an estimated size of 710 Mb. The EST database was also mapped against the reference genome to identify candidate SNPs that represented good candidate regions to become a polymorphic probe. Furthermore, all the probes were designed in regions that were not repetitive in the C. canephora genome and not present in the plastid genome.
We started the process targeting ESTs that were unique to C. arabica and did not match the canephora reference genome. Based on these unigenes, we designed 1879 probes derived exclusively from C. arabica contigs. Secondly, we identified 8236 probes mapping to 7347 annotated genes that contained at least one SNP between the EST database and the reference genome. Next, we used the reference genome to design an additional set of 11,879 probes that mapped Neves et al. (2013) . After capturing 40,000 target regions in the coffee genome, C. canephora and C. arabica genotypes were sequenced using the Illumina Hi-Seq sequencing platform. The sequencing product was separated in each individual barcodes representing each genotyped sample. Low quality bases with less than 20 quality score in the 3′ end were trimmed out followed by a low quality filter that removed reads with more than 10% of the read with less than 20 quality score. Filtered reads were aligned against the C. canephora reference genome using Mosaik (Lee et al. 2014) . The identification of SNPs was performed using diploid settings on Freebayes (Garrison and Gabor 2012) , and resulted in the identification of 162,026 SNPs (SNPs specific to C. arabica, specific to C. canephora, and common to both species) in 27,651 polymorphic probes, with a mean of five SNPs per probe.
Quality analysis of SNP molecular markers
In order to evaluate the effect of SNP quality on the subsequent analysis, we created three datasets with different filtering criteria. Quality analyses were performed in the VCFtools software (Danecek et al. 2011) and Rbio (Bhering 2017 ). The quality parameters used in the first filter were MinDP3, DPrange15-750, Miss0.4, MAF0.01, and MinQ10. For the second filter, the quality parameters were MinDP5, DPrange20-350, Miss0,2, MAF0,03 and MinQ20. And finally, the quality parameters used in the third filter were MAF0,1 and CR0,95. In addition, SNP sets that presented identical genotyping results in all individuals evaluated were identified in filter 3 by analysis of variance, and removed from the data set to avoid redundancy and multicollinearity problems.
MinDP is defined as the minimum sequencing depth per SNP and per individual. Values below the critical level determined by this parameter were defined as missing data; DPrange is the mean sequencing depth range of the population for which an SNP is maintained. SNP markers with mean coverage in the population outside the range determined in each filter were removed. Miss refers to the percentage of missing data accepted in the population after filtering by the MinDP parameter. SNP markers with Miss values above that set in the parameter were removed. MAF represents the minor allele frequency that refers to the frequency at which the alternative allele occurs in a given population. MinQ is the minimum quality accepted for SNP, and SNP with quality values lower than those established by this criterion were removed. CR is the minimum proportion of genotypes per marker with non-missing data.
Genetic-statistical analyses
For the genetic-statistical analyses of population data, since the marker was bi-allelic and codominant, the genotypes A 1 A 1 , A 1 A 2 , or A 2 A 2 were coded as 11, 12, and 22, respectively.
Allele and genotype frequencies of the selected SNP markers were estimated. In addition, polymorphism information content (PIC) (Botstein et al. 1980 ) of each SNP obtained from the following equation was calculated as follows:
Where p i is the frequency of the ith allele of the studied locus. Population structure was also studied. This analysis was performed by the Bayesian clustering algorithm of the InStruct software (Gao et al. 2007 ). The InStruct software makes inference of optimal number of subpopulations underlying a sample via the Deviance Information Criteria. InStruct is an extended Bayesian clustering approach of STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) that absorbs inbreeding or selfing rate for population inference. It quantifies the contribution of two forms of non-random mating: inbreeding (mating among relatives) and population substructure (limited dispersal of gametes) when determining the pattern of existing genetic variation (Gao et al. 2007) . K values ranged from 1 to 6, in mode 2 for joint inference of population selfing rate and population substructure for five independent chains. Each run was implemented with a period of 50,000 burn-in, followed by 200,000 iteration steps, and a thinning interval of 10 steps, assuming different starting points.
The genetic dissimilarity matrix was obtained by the arithmetic complement of the weighted index implemented in the GENES software (Cruz 2013) . Genetic distance was obtained from the equation:
where Dii′=genetic distance between the pairs of accessions i and i′
A weigh associated with locus j, determined by: a j total number of alleles of locus j; Atotal number of alleles studied;
c j number of common alleles between the pairs of accessions i and i′
The dendrogram was constructed using the UPGMA methodology (Unweighted Pair Group Method using Arithmetic averages) implemented in the MEGA 7.0 software (Kumar et al. 2016) .
The principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) was performed by the Genes software (Cruz 2013 ) using the vegan package implemented in the R software. PCoA is the multivariate statistical analysis where eigenvalues were extracted from the genetic dissimilarity matrix. This analysis is advantageous since it can be applied when the relations between the variables are not linear (Inácio et al. 2002) .
Results
Identification and analysis of SNP markers
A total of 91,517 SNP markers were identified with the probes distributed throughout the coffee genome. After analyzing the quality of the SNP markers using the first, the second, and the third filter, 34,892, 7058, and 38,380 SNP were eliminated, respectively. Filter 1, filter 2, and filter 3 reduced the original set of SNP markers in 38.13, 45.84, and 87.78%, respectively. Therefore, after quality analyses, 11,187 SNP markers were selected (Fig. 2) . We made available a file with 11,187 SPNs used in the genetic analyzes and their respective positions in the genome (Online Resource 1).
By the analysis of the four datasets (data without a filter, data after filter 1, data after filter 2, and data after filter 3) in the C. canephora reference genome and in the database of ESTs of C. arabica (UNIGENE), markers were confirmed to be distributed throughout the genome. The greatest number of SNP markers was identified on chromosomes 0 and 1 of C. canephora. The B0^chromosome is not a true chromosome; in fact, it is just a set of unsorted sequence scaffolds. The lowest number of SNP markers was observed in the UNIGENE (Fig. 2) .
Genetic-statistical analyses
Allelic frequency, genotypic frequency, and PIC All remaining SNP markers were listed per chromosome and UNIGENE probes, and had the means of allele and genotype frequencies per chromosome estimated (Table 5) (Table 5 ). The SNP of chromosomes 1 and 9 had the highest mean PIC values, 0.3526 and 0.3546, respectively. The mean PIC value was 0.3503.
Study of population structure
To analyze the population structure of the genotypes of interest for breeding in studies, 11,187 SNP markers were used. Two groups (K = 2) would be the optimal number (Fig. 3) . The Deviance Information Criterion of this model was 534,926.84. The log-likelihood were posterior mean equal − 267,463.421 and posterior variance equal 72,846,714.79. The Gelman-Rubin statistics for the convergence of loglikelihood was 0.85. The significance level for Posterior Credible Interval was 0.90.
In the first group, individuals were represented by bars, and the blue color was predominant. In the second group, individuals were represented by bars, and the red color was F) . All individuals of progeny 9, obtained from the backcrossing between hybrid H513-5 (K) and UFV 2148-57 (E) also showed similarity between their parents, demonstrating the high discriminatory ability of the SNP markers selected in this study.
Genetic distance between pairs of genotypes
A genetic distance matrix between the pairs of coffee genotypes was constructed using the 11,187 SNP markers. The greatest genetic distance (0.2542) was observed between genotypes CIFC 134/4 and UFV 440-10 (D). The smallest genetic distance (0.0673) was observed between genotypes H419-10 (H) and H514-7 (I) ( Table 6 ). Genetic distances between the pairs of parents used to obtain the study population were evaluated ( Table 7) . The greatest genetic distance (0.2336) was observed between the parents UFV 2148-57 (E) and UFV 440-10 (D). The smallest genetic distance (0.0836) was observed between the parents UFV 2143-236 (A) and UFV 2154-344 (C). The mean genetic distances between pairs of parents Catuaí and the Híbrido de Timor were 0.0910 and 0.1442, respectively.
The coffee plants population was divided into four groups, based on their generation: (1) F 1 hybrids; (2) F 2 generation; (3) BCr; and (4) BCs. The greatest genetic distances were observed between genotypes belonging to the F 2 progenies. The smallest genetic distance was observed between the F 1 hybrids (Table 8 ). 
Clustering analysis
A dendrogram was constructed using the UPGMA clustering technique from the values of the distance matrix generated by the arithmetic complement of the weighted index (Fig. 4) . All genotypes were accurately discriminated. Results of the clustering analysis using the UPGMA methodology were in accordance with those obtained by the Bayesian analysis, forming two large clusters.
The first group clustered the rust-susceptible parents and the rust-resistant parent UFV 530 (K), all individuals from the backcross with the recurrent susceptible parent, all hybrid F 1 , and most individuals of progeny in F 2 generation.
Two large subgroups (1.a and 1.b) were formed in this group. Subgroup 1.a clustered all the rust-susceptible parents, the parent HdT UFV 530 (F), the hybrid F1 H513-5 (K), plants of progenies 2, 6, 8, and 9 in BCs, progeny 13 in F 2 generation, and three of the four clones of differential coffee plant hosts for Hemileia vastatrix Berk. et Br CIFC 128/2, CIFC 635/3, and CIFC 33/1. Subgroup 1.b clustered four of the five F 1 hybrids, individuals of progenies 10, 11, and 12 in F 2 generation, individuals of progenies 2, 4, and 8 in BCs generation, and two plants of progeny 3 in BCr generation.
The second group clustered two resistant parents, UFV 445-46 (B) and UFV 440-10 (D), four plants in F 2 generation (progenies 10, 11, and 12), and all progenies resistant backcross, except for two plants of progeny 3 (3-2 and 3-3).
One plant of progeny 1 (1-5) and the accessions of the germplasm that correspond to clones of differential coffee plant hosts for Hemileia vastatrix Berk. et Br CIFC 134/4 were not clustered in any of the major groups.
Principal coordinate analysis Figure 5 shows the graphical dispersion of the scores obtained from the PCoA from the genetic dissimilarity matrix of coffee plants. As in the Bayesian analysis, PCoA showed the genetic distance between the parents of the Catuaí group and the HdT parents. In addition, this analysis demonstrated the genetic dissimilarity between the parent HdT UFV 530 (F) and the other HdT evaluated, and also the genetic dissimilarity between this parent and the F 1 hybrids evaluated in this study. Progenies 9 and 13 and hybrid H513-5 (K) were clustered in the graphic region comprised between their parents, UFV 2148-57 (E) and UFV 530 (F). The same occurred with the other F 1 hybrids and progenies obtained from the other The first number, from 1 to 12, corresponds to the progeny, and the second number, from 1 to 5, corresponds to the plant number within the progeny, as listed in Table 3 crosses. As demonstrated in the InStruct software, the graphic dispersion showed the highest similarity of the progenies obtained by susceptible and resistant backcrosses with their respective parents, Catuaí and HdT. Moreover, the greatest graphic dispersion was observed among F 2 individuals. Results of PCoA were in agreement with those of population structure. The region where the four of the five F 1 hybrids were clustered divides the population into two groups, and similar result was observed in the other analyses.
Discussion
Identification and quality analysis of SNP markers
The data set composed of the SNP markers was subjected to quality analysis, which eliminated 80,330 SNP. To ensure that only informative SNP markers were applied to C. arabica, the 11,187 SNP markers obtained with more stringent parameters more accurate and safer markers were developed with the potential to generate a lower missing percentage in the populations to be analyzed and greater probability of success in determining the nitrogen bases of the SNP markers (Laurie et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2011) . The SNP markers obtained in this species are distributed on the 11 chromosomes and on chromosome B0,^which is a pool of non-ordered sequence scaffolds of C. canephora. The identification of SNP in these chromosomes is the result of the construction of probes from the reference genome of C. canephora (Denoeud et al. 2014) , since the genome of C. arabica is not available. The expressive number and distribution of SNP markers throughout the genome of C. canephora evidenced the efficiency and precision of the Tables 1  and 2 technique used in the construction of polymorphic probes (Resende et al. 2016) . The greatest number of SNP markers was identified on chromosomes 0 and 1. This fact may be related to their length, since, for this species, a variation of 2.06 to 5.30 μM was observed (Clarindo and Carvalho 2008) . Because C. arabica originates from the cross between C. canephora and C. eugenioides (Lashermes et al. 1999) , some arabica chromosome that are exclusively originated from C. eugenioides might not be sampled with the probes constructed from the reference genome of C. canephora. To solve this problem, polymorphic probes were constructed from the ESTs sequences (Expressed Sequence Tag), originated from the Brazilian Coffee Genome Project. This database has more than 200,000 ESTs, of which 130,792 are originated from C. arabica, which identified approximately 33,000 transcripts (UNIGENE) of the Coffee Genome Project (Vieira et al. 2006) . The SNP markers identified from the UNIGENE probes are crucial for C. arabica breeding programs for the EST sequences are functional gene sequences, which increases the probability of finding markers associated with genes of interest.
With this large number of informative SNP markers distributed throughout the genome of the species, it is evident the possibility of application of accurate studies on diversity and population structure, as well as selection and broad genomic association in C. arabica. In vegetables, this type of analysis has provided selection gains in polygenic traits, with low heritability, which has stimulated the adoption of such procedures (Crossa et al. 2010; Garcia et al. 2011; Heslot et al. 2012; Resende et al. 2012a; Resende et al. 2012b; Azevedo Peixoto et al. 2017; Ventorim Ferrão et al. 2017 ).
Genetic-statistical analyses
Allele frequency, genotype frequency, and PIC PIC, genotype, and allele frequencies for the distinct loci were estimated. The mean PIC value of the 11,187 SNP markers in this population was of 0.3503. The low PIC value evidences the narrow genetic base of C. arabica. Similar results were observed in other studies in which PIC values were obtained from SSR and RFLP molecular markers, being multi-allelic and very informative (Lashermes et al. 1999; Poncet et al. 2006; Hendre et al. 2008; Ferrão et al. 2015) . Thus, it can be inferred that despite being bi-allelic, the SNP were very informative.
The mean frequency of heterozygote genotypes (A 1 A 2 ) was higher than the mean frequencies of homozygote genotypes (A   1   A  1 and A   2   A   2 ). Despite being autogamous, this result was expected for C. arabica, since most of the individuals that compose the population evaluated in this study were derived from contrasting crosses.
The C. arabica species is allotetraploid, but the genotypes were determined as diploid. However, in the quality analysis, we used variance criterion in order to eliminate the false SNPs (Vidal et al. 2010) .
Study of population structure
Similar to the dendrogram analysis, population structure formed two groups. The first group clustered all the accessions of the germplasm bank, which evidenced the greater dissimilarity of these accessions with the HdT parents in relation to the Catuaí parents. All BCs progenies were clustered in the first group. These results can be explained by the fact that BCs progenies present greater genetic similarity with the parents of the Catuaí group. Of the three HdT parents and of the five F 1 hybrids evaluated, only the parent UFV 530 (F) and the F 1 hybrid H513-5 (K) were clustered in the first group. This information is of great relevance to breeding programs, since the parent HdT UFV 530 carries the S H 5, S H 6, S H 7, S H 8, S H 9, and S H ? genes, which confer durable resistance to rust (Bettencourt and Rodrigues-Júnior 1988) , and is genetically closer to parents of the Catuaí group than the other HdT parents. Accordingly, in a study on genetic variability and kinships of Coffea species using molecular markers, high similarity was observed between CIFC 832/1 (derived from the same plant as HdT UFV 530 [F]) and C. arabica, suggesting that, after initial interspecific hybridization, several spontaneous backcrosses occurred with C. arabica to generate Híbrido de Timor (Lashermes et al. 1993 ). H513-5 (K) was the only F 1 hybrid clustered in group I, and this was expected, since this genotype comes from the cross between the parents UFV 2148-57 (E) and UFV 530 (F). All individuals of progeny 9 were also clustered in the first group, and were genetically clustered between the parent UFV 2148-57 (E) and the hybrid H513-5 (K). This can be explained by the genealogy of this progeny, obtained from backcross between the hybrid H513-5 (K) and the parent of the Catuaí group UFV 2148-57 (E).
The other HdT parents, the other F 1 hybrids, all BCr plants, except BCr 3-2, and about 44% of the plants in F 2 generation were clustered in group II. These results can be explained by the introgression of C. canephora in C. arabica and prove the genetic diversity between these two germplasm, Catuaí and HdT. For being genetically divergent, these results confirm the capacity of the HdT germplasm to amplify the genetic base of C. arabica (Setotaw et al. 2010; Setotaw et al. 2013) .
As observed in this work, a significant genetic divergence between the parents HdT UFV 530 (F) and UFV 445-46 (B) was reported in a study with RAPD, SSR, and AFLP molecular markers (Setotaw et al. 2010) . These authors also verified greater genetic similarity between HdT UFV 445-46 (B) and UFV 440-22 in relation to HdT UFV 530 (F). These results corroborate those observed in the present study, since HdT UFV are derived from This result evidences the capacity of the molecular markers and of this type of genetic-statistical analysis to identify genotypes with greater recovery of the recurrent parent's genome in backcross programs. In addition, molecular markers provide more accurate and less subjective genetic information than that generated from phenotypic data, which is useful in breeding programs.
Genetic distance between pairs of genotypes
Genetic diversity analysis showed that genotype CIFC 134/4 is present in the greatest genetic distances detected in this study. This genotype is an accession that belongs to a germplasm bank that has not yet been genetically improved, but is important genotype for the breeding program, since it carries genes of interest that can be introgressed in commercial cultivars. The genotype 1-5, belonging to the generation of resistant backcross (progeny 1), was involved in 4 of the 10 greatest genetic distances in relation to the evaluated genotypes. By the analysis of all genotypes of this progeny, the other individuals presented small genetic distance between them, whereas the mean genetic distance between genotype 1-5 and the other genotypes was high. This indicates possible mixture of pollen, during the crosses, or mixture of seedlings, during planting. By the analyses of the phenotypic characteristics of the individuals of this progeny, all the individuals presented red fruits, except for the genotype 1-5, which presented yellow fruits.
The smallest genetic distances between the pairs of genotypes under study were observed between F 1 hybrids H419-1 (G), H419-10 (H), H514-7 (I), and H514-8-1 (J). F 1 hybrids H419-1 (G) and H419-10 (H) were originated from the cross between UFV 2143-236 (A) and UFV 445-46 (B) , and the hybrids H514-7 (I) and H514-8-1 (J) were originated from the cross between the parents UFV 2154-344 (C) and UFV 440-10 (D) . Genetic similarity between hybrids H419-1 (G) and H419-10 (H) , and between hybrids H514-7 (I) and H514-8 (J) was expected for they are full-sibs. However, similarity was observed between the four hybrids, including non-siblings. This result suggests that the parents of the crosses analyzed in this study, both the parents Catuaí (A and C) and the parents Híbrido de Timor (B and D), are genetically close. HdT UFV 445-46 (B) and UFV 440-10 (D) correspond to accessions introduced by seeds from genotypes ERU 209/15 and ERU 209/6, respectively, which originated from genotype CIFC 2570 (Pereira et al. 2008 ). These data demonstrate the narrow genetic base of the breeding populations.
By the analysis of the genetic distances between the parents of all the studied populations, parents of the Catuaí group presented smaller distances in relation to HdT parents. In addition, among the Híbrido de Timor genotypes, UFV 530 (F) is the most divergent. These results demonstrate the importance of using HdT parents, especially the most divergent, in the development of new cultivars, in order to increase the genetic distance between them. In addition, accessions of HdT coffee plants carry genes of resistance to different diseases and pests, being the main source of resistance used in breeding programs around the world. HdTs have been used in the development of rust-resistant varieties, such as Catimor and Sarchimor, which present small size, high yield, and good cup quality. Despite being genetically similar, parents of the Catuaí group stand out for the high mean yield for they have great vegetative vigor and small size (Pereira et al. 2010a ). Varieties of this coffee group are flexible in relation to climatic variations, and are well-adapted to several producing regions.
The parent UFV 530 (F) was the most genetically divergent among the HdT parents; however, it was the most genetically similar to the parents of the Catuaí group. These results demonstrate the importance of using this genotype in crosses in the development of new arabica cultivars, since it carries resistance genes and is more related to the genetically improved cultivars.
By the analysis of the genetic diversity among the individuals of the same generation (F 1 , F 2 , BCr, and BCs), the greatest genetic distances among genotypes were observed in the F 2 generation. The smallest genetic distances were observed between genotypes in F 1 generation. However, the values of the mean genetic distances between the four generations (F 1 , F 2 , BCr, and BCs) are very close and much higher than the mean genetic distance of the parents of the Catuaí group.
An increase in the genetic distance between the individuals originated from the crosses was observed when using parents that carry resistance genes. These results confirm the importance of the introduction of HdT genotypes (which carry resistance genes) to the crosses for the development of new cultivars. Setotaw et al. (2013) also observed an increase in genetic diversity after the introduction of HdT to C. arabica breeding. The authors demonstrated that rust-resistant coffee cultivars, which are basically derived from HdT, are more genetically distant than rust-susceptible coffee cultivars, and contributed to increase the genetic base of the improved Brazilian varieties.
Clustering analysis
The high efficiency of SNP markers in studies on genetic diversity was observed by the analysis of the dendrogram. In spite of being highly endogamic, all the genotypes of the study population were discriminated. This indicates that these markers are powerful tools to discriminate accessions in germplasm banks, avoiding redundancy in the collections; and to discriminate cultivars, supporting the morphological descriptors .
Two main groups were formed in the dendrogram. In general, rust-susceptible parents were clustered in the first group, and rust-resistant parents were clustered in the second group. The susceptible backcross progenies were also clustered in the first group. The formation of these two large groups can be explained by the fact that the rust-susceptible parents was Catuaí Amarelo, which is the most commercially planted cultivar in Brazil, and corresponds to related genotypes. The resistant parents are accessions of Híbridos de Timor; therefore, they contain introgression of C. canephora genome (Lashermes et al. 2000; Bertrand et al. 2003) . Híbrido de Timor is a natural hybrid between C. arabica and C. canephora, in which probably an unreduced gamete of C. canephora was combined with another normal gamete of C. arabica (Bettencourt 1973 ). HdT presents a phenotype similar to that of C. arabica, it is autogamous and tetraploid with 2n = 44 chromosomes, being easily crossed with C. arabica plants. The use of HdTs in the crosses results in increased genetic diversity (Setotaw et al. 2013) for they carry several genes of C. canephora.
The F 1 hybrids were closely clustered in group I.b, except for the hybrid H513-5 (K).The H513-5 and its progenies, 9 (BCs) and 13 (F 2 ), were separated into a subgroup (I.a). This greater diversity of H513-5 in relation to other hybrids obtained from crosses between arabica coffee and HdT was also observed by Fontes et al. (2002) . The authors analyzed 29 hybrids of arabica coffee originated from crosses with different accessions of HdT, and observed that the hybrid H513-5 (K) did not cluster with any of the other evaluated genotypes. In addition, the hybrid H513-5 was resistant to rust and presented high yield capacity (Fontes et al. 2002) . This F 1 hybrid is the result of the cross between Catuaí Amarelo IAC 64 (UFV 2148-57 [E]) and HdT UFV 530 (F). The dendrogram, in agreement with the Bayesian analysis, demonstrated that parent UFV 530 (F) is the genetically closest HdT to the parent of the Catuaí group. UFV 530 (F) has been introduced from the Coffee Rust Research Center, Portugal, to the UFV/Epamig germplasm bank by cloning the plant CIFC 832/2. This genotype is considered as one of the main sources of resistance to rust, since it contains at least six resistance genes (Eskes 1989) , and its resistance has not been supplanted yet. The other HdT parents of the studied progenies were introduced to the germplasm bank by using seeds of the same plant, CIFC 2570, justifying the genetic proximity of these HdTs and their F 1 hybrids in the dendrogram.
Three accessions belonging to the germplasm bank, CIFC 128/2, CIFC 635/3, and CIFC 33/1, were also clustered in group I.a. The accessions CIFC 128/2 and CIFC 635/3 correspond to coffee plants introduced from Ethiopia and do not contain introgression of C. canephora into the genome, which explains why they were clustered in the same group of rustsusceptible parents. The last accession, CIFC 33/1, carries a resistance gene from another coffee species, C. liberica (Bettencourt and Rodrigues-Júnior 1988) . The introgression of the genome of another species justifies the distance between these genotypes and the others. The greater genetic divergence and the presence of rust resistance gene different from the other coffee plants demonstrate the importance of including CIFC 33/1 in future crosses in breeding programs. The other accession of the germplasm bank, CIFC 134/4, was not clustered. This accession is not related to the parents used in this work; thus, greater genetic divergence between CIFC 134/4 and the population evaluated is expected.
Principal coordinate analysis
By the graphic dispersion of the scores obtained by PCoA, it was possible to observe the structuring of progenies based on the genetic distance between them. Similar to the cluster analysis, PCoA demonstrated the genetic distinction between the parent HdT UFV 530 and the F 1 hybrids evaluated in this study. The parents of the Catuaí group were clustered on the opposite side to that where HdT parents were clustered; F 1 hybrids were plotted between their respective parents; the progenies BCs and BCr were clustered close to their respective recurrent parents. These results are in agreement with other studies and can be explained by the kinship degree between the evaluated progenies.
Conclusion
In this research, the methodology of detection of the SNP molecular markers by constructing polymorphic probes was efficient to identity expressive number of SNP distributed throughout the C. arabica genome. The use of these SNP markers allowed the accurate discrimination of all the genotypes analyzed in the study, and even detected genetic mixtures among full-sib individuals, which are highly inbred, and therefore recommended for backcross. Analyses of the diversity and genetic structure of the population allowed evaluating the contribution of the HdT parents in the amplification of the genetic base of coffee plants. The analyses were precise in the division of the individuals into subpopulations according to the degree of introgression of C. canephora and its consequence in the obtainment of improved varieties was discussed. In addition, they enabled the identification of genetically different coffee plants to be introduced to breeding programs, as well as the molecular analysis of the parents that are already used.
For being numerous, polymorphic and widely distributed throughout the genome of the species, this set of markers has proved to be a useful auxiliary tool for breeding, and it can also be used for fingerprinting of accessions of germplasm banks and cultivars, for and genomic selection and association.
